
00:23:49 Vito Mijal-Pasa: Hi All 

00:33:24 Matthieu Kaiser: will gold be covered? 

00:34:50 Merriman Market Analyst: Next week we will cover Goldin two of the classes I 

believe 

00:35:04 Matthieu Kaiser: thanks 

01:09:42 Vito Mijal-Pasa: Doesn’t T notes have 9 year cycle in two phase  ? 

01:10:30 Merriman Market Analyst: So far, no.But it can of course have be according to 

cycles' theory taught here. 

01:11:53 Vito Mijal-Pasa: Strange but thanks Ray 

01:15:17 Bryan Stuppy: What does “distribution phase” mean? 

01:15:38 Matthieu Kaiser: this saucer top happened during Saturn-Pluto conjunction - 

pure magic 

01:15:57 Bryan Stuppy: Does that means interest rates are going up? 

01:16:44 Matthieu Kaiser: we have probably entered a long-term period of rise in bond 

yields 

01:17:35 Merriman Market Analyst: It means a lot of time is spent selling that market, but 

the sentiment isn't bearish enough to cause it to fall below support. So, it is a rage known as congestion, 

and the range is near the top. hen it breaks the lower part of the range, the "distribution"r becomes 

outright selling and bearish. It happens a lot in financial markets making long-term crersts. 

01:17:57 Merriman Market Analyst: range not rage 

01:34:58 Vito Mijal-Pasa: in commodities there might be  Crest cycles  Ray ? 

01:36:29 Merriman Market Analyst: Not necessariy for commodities only. Maybe currencies 

and interest rates you will see crest cycles. 

01:41:44 Vito Mijal-Pasa: Yes I see, I also was thinking  Techs only as well Ray it kinda has those 

characteristics sharp Crests and round up bottoms ,interesting . 

01:42:04 Wyatt Fellows: looks more like a combination pattern 

01:46:14 Merriman Market Analyst: Haven't done a study on crest cycles for tech stocks. 

Might be a research project :-)) 

01:46:48 Vito Mijal-Pasa: 18 years in Euro ? 

01:47:06 Matthieu Kaiser: 16 

01:47:19 Vito Mijal-Pasa: yes I think I ll do that for research thanks Ray :) 

02:07:43 Matthieu Kaiser: could there be a 12y cycle +- 3y in oïl? 



02:07:50 Matthieu Kaiser: +-4 sorry 

02:12:38 Jeffrey Gibby: Hi everyone. 

02:14:00 Martha Geiger: Mercury retrograde has slammed this Aries :) 

02:14:32 Merriman Market Analyst: :-)) 

02:17:43 Wyatt Fellows: yes its the same 

02:26:16 Michael Edmonds: Have you done any studies on any difference in subsequent 

price action following false break low vs a slightly higher secondary low? 

02:27:28 Merriman Market Analyst: That too would be a good research study. Haven't done 

it 

02:32:09 Matthieu Kaiser: do you consider Nasdaq for divergences in US stock indices? 

02:36:59 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes, but prefer DJIA to S&P - that's more meaningful 

and reliable. 

02:38:19 Victoria Geddes: Why were we looking at PTs for intermarket bullish 

divergeance? 

02:40:08 Wyatt Fellows: speaking of divergence...got to like whats happening with gold and 

silver at the moment then... 

02:40:55 Maya Bothe: yes 

02:42:29 Matthieu Kaiser: Crystal clear ;-) 

02:43:20 Bryan Stuppy: I would like to hear Ray talk about Mercury going direct now and how it 

might relate to current markets. 

02:44:18 Hui Fang Boo: Can we get Ray’s view on bitcoin? 

02:45:03 Michael Edmonds: Also a comment on Gold... do you think the low in Gold on 

Friday was the significant 31 mth cycle low that you're looking for? 

02:45:10 Maya Bothe: It’s interesting that the Dow topped out before S&P / Nasdaq in 2020. 

The S&P top was Feb 19th. And now, Feb 19th, the Dow Cash made a new ATH, but S&P and Nasdaq did 

not. Which is the opposite :) 

02:45:18 Bryan Stuppy: Thank you 

02:45:24 jeff hanus: Ray, do you see 3rd wave of virus in march? 

02:45:57 jeff hanus: thank you 

02:46:48 Matthieu Kaiser: as for gold, 1764 has held incredibly well given the rise in yields 

02:46:53 Hui Fang Boo: Thank you 



02:47:30 Ali Alvarado Atias: Ray, we also culminate a 144 month cycle from the 2009 Lows 

in March 2021, this MP brought a decent correction in 2015, do you have thoughts on this culmination 

of 144mo? (Linked to the Jupiter Cycle) 

02:47:38 Danica Cordell-Reeh: for Bitcoin also what location used, London, Sydney, Van Nuys 

CA or Tokyo 

02:47:40 Michael Edmonds: Thanks 

02:49:27 jeff hanus: thank you 

02:50:04 Vincent Wang: did you say the us equity is either a 50 week or 6.5 month high and not 

more than that ? 

02:52:20 Barbara Gibbs: Would gold trade beyond $2200. if the bankers weren't able to hold it 

down?  Is inflation going to take over in the next 6-12 mos.? 

02:52:36 Vincent Wang: thanks 

02:54:04 Matthieu Kaiser: Fed has committed to letting inflation overshoot ;-) 

02:58:56 Irina Erastova: Jeffrey, can you, please, speak a little bit slower, 

02:59:33 Danica Cordell-Reeh: agree Irina 

03:00:44 Irina Erastova: We have a several ESL students here :) 

03:05:46 Eleonore Charrez: it may work with ctrl & mouse roll 

03:07:40 Beverly Wells: He may yet answer this question but does MetaStock track crypto 

currencies at all and which ones if they do? 

03:08:37 Eleonore Charrez: I worked for Thomson Reuters, and am tempted to say YES, 

because MEtastock gets $the data from refinitiv and refinitiv has probably the longest data existing and 

on all fiainccial instrumets 

03:12:39 Rita Perea: Does Metastock integrate with Galactic Trader? 

03:13:55 Ibrahim Koné: Is that a Window and Mac software?or window only? 

03:14:21 Merriman Market Analyst: We draw data from Metastock for Galactic trader. 

03:14:51 Rita Perea: Thanks Ray! :) 

03:14:59 Merriman Market Analyst: I think so but let me ask 

03:21:20 Matthieu Kaiser: is it possible to set up alerts in MetaStock? 

03:22:07 Daniel Ineichen:Is there an application on a tablet. Can alerts by sent to email? 

03:22:48 Lian Handaja: can alert be sent to phone as a text? 

03:23:14 Daniel Ineichen:How does the commercial side look like? 

03:23:17 Matthieu Kaiser: thank you very much 



03:23:18 Rita Perea: Thank you Jeff! 

03:23:29 Eleonore Charrez: how much does it cost ? 

03:24:26 Martha Geiger: Can I take advantage of the free trial sometime in the future?   I don't 

have the time to learn all the icons, functionality, etc 

03:26:14 Victoria Geddes: Prices are all in US$? 

03:26:32 Merriman Market Analyst: US $ 

03:26:41 Victoria Geddes: Do you have sales outside the US? 

03:26:55 Martha Geiger: Do they have tutorials? 

03:27:39 Daniel Ineichen:Is xenith included or and recommended? 

03:30:16 Kathleen Hallissey: TY!! 

03:30:20 Hui Fang Boo: Thanks 

03:30:25 Eleonore Charrez: Many many thanks 


